
Introduction
21-hydroxylase-deficient congenital adrenal hyperplasia 
(CAH) is a common autosomal recessive disease affecting 
steroidogenesis.  Carriers are missing one functional copy of 
the CYP21A2 gene, but variant calling is complex because of 
high (>99%) homology and frequent gene rearrangements 
between gene (CYP21A2) and pseudogene (CYP21A1P).  
Here we present a deep learning approach to calling CAH 
variants.  When trained on 123,518 expanded carrier 
screening samples, the model achieves a 1 in 8,000 error rate 
when evaluated on 30,879 held-out samples.

Model inputs
The ground truth for training were clinical variant calls from 
our CLIA laboratory.  These calls were made using a classical 
variant calling algorithm coupled with human review.  Each 
output variant call was represented as a binary vector with 11 
entries, storing carrier status for each of the 11 variants.  

For each sample, we obtained two classes of features.  
First, we collected allele-balance measurements (“SNP 
features”) summarizing the fraction and count of genic and 
pseudogenic alleles of interest.  Second, we obtained copy-
number measurements (“CNV features”) consisting of 
normalized sequencing depths at important loci on CYP21A2 
and CYP21A1P.  These measurements were obtained using 
next generation sequencing with custom capture probes. A 
matrix of N samples x K features, where N = 123,518, and K = 
76 (56 copy number features + 20 SNP features), was used 
as input to a recurrent neural network comprised of long-
short-term memory (LSTM) cells. 

Model architecture and training
The network had 5 layers of LSTM cells, and 11 output nodes 
corresponding to each variant.  A weighted loss function was 
employed to upweight for class imbalances in the training set.  
The network was implemented in Tensorflow and trained 
using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 1e-4.  To 
interpret neural network predictions, K-nearest neighbor 
analysis was performed to identify similar samples and their 
variants given a new prediction.

Results
In a validation cohort of 30,879 patients, the model achieves 
high accuracy on all 11 variants tested.  Specificity is 
uniformly high across all variants, while sensitivity varies 
by variant.  This is expected, as specific variants vary in 
frequency.  Furthermore, based on operational data, each 
variant may be associated with several copy number profiles-
--of which the rarer ones may be insufficiently represented in 
the training cohort.

Conclusions
Our deep recurrent neural network achieves high accuracy in 
a challenging genomic region.  Machine learning approaches 
to this problem are advantageous as they abstract away 
the tedious work of building special case variant callers for 
NGS assays.  In a production setting, combining this pipeline 
with outlier detection tooling can improve the accuracy and 
efficiency of genomic sample analysis.  Future investigations 
could explore training networks directly on sequence data 
and could consider obtaining additional ground truth signal 
using long-range PCR or Sanger sequencing.
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Top: Metabolic pathways of CAH.  Middle: gene structure of CAH in a 
healthy individual.  Bottom: gene structure of CAH in a carrier.
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Model Results

TP TN FP FN sensitivity specificity

V282L 1287 29586 3 3 0.9977 0.9999

I173N 160 30715 2 2 0.9877 0.9999

R357W 20 30856 0 3 0.8696 1.0000

P31L 21 30857 1 0 1.0000 1.0000

c293-13 148 30731 0 0 1.0000 1.0000

c293-13 333 30546 0 0 1.0000 1.0000

c332-339 14 30861 0 4 0.7778 1.0000

Q319X 712 30157 4 6 0.9916 0.9999

L308X 3 30874 1 1 0.7500 1.0000

30kb_del 1831 29038 3 7 0.9962 0.9999

V238Clstr 12 30865 2 0 1.0000 0.9999
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